• Different uses of a single prefix share a core meaning, specified in the lexicon.
• This conceptual meaning combines with the other, structural, meaning component which is a function of the syntactic position of the prefix.
Conceptual meaning combined with structure:
pereprodootza-'exceeding ' 'through' 'up to' 'off' (+ -) 'into' (-+ ) I. Idiomatic pere-varitj pro-bratj do-bitj ot-vertetjsja za-pastj lit.
over • . The lexical prefixes are located in the specifier of res and establish the relationship between the event and a measure provided by the complement of the res projection.
I. idiomatic -lexical structure, but idiomatic conceptual meaning II. pere(event)(path) -the result of the event exceeds the path III. pere(event)(space) -the result of the event exceeds the dimensions of the direct object IV. pere(e))(f(n)) -the result of the event exceeds the norm
• Intermediate prefixes are located in the specifier of proc head.
V. pere(e)(result) -new process event exceeds the result of old event
• The superlexical prefixes are located in the specifier of aspect and establish the relationship between the event and a contextual (usually temporal) scale.
VI. pere(e)(f) -event exceeds a time scale (6) resultee ( 
The climbing event, of which the thief was the initiator, leads to a climbing event e', of which thief is the undergoer, which leads to result e", of which the thief is the resultee, and which is an exceeding mapping relationship between the event and the path over the fence. 
There is a blocking event, the initiator of which is the riot police, which leads to a blocking process e', the undergoer of which is the way, which leads to the result event e", and the event exceeds the relevant dimension of the way (='something over the way'). (20) There is a hitting event, which leads to hitting process, of which the wall is the undergoer, which leads to the result event, which is a through' type of event and... a. The result of the hitting event is through the (unpronounced) wall, and the resultee is the hole. b. The result of the hitting event is through the wall, and the resultee is an (unpronounced) instrument.
Lexicalized scale (IV)
Verbs that offer a scale of gradual change and a 'norm' (culmination): (23) salt (e)&initiator(e)(cook)&undergoer(e )(soup)&resultee(e )(soup)&pere(e )(f )
There is a salting event, of which soup is the undergoer, and there is a contextual measure function (of how much salt a soup needs), which was exceeded by the result . (26) write(e)&initiator(e)(V asja)&undergoer(e )(chapter)&resultee(e )(chapter)&do(e )(f )
The writing process leads to the result, of which the chapter is the resultee, and the result event is a 'do-' event, i.e. event of reaching the right edge of the scale f, lexicalized by the verb, i.e. completeness of the chapter.
(27) xozjajka hostess ot-stirala ot-washed skatertj. There is a washing event, which leads to a result event, of which the tablecloth is the resultee, and the result is an 'ot-' transition event (plus to minus), which is a transition from the opposite state (i.e. transition from being dirty to being clean) (29) fermer za-bil svinju farmer za-beat pig The farmer slaughtered the pig.
(30) beat(e)&initiator(e)(f armer)&undergoer(e )(pig)&resultee(e )(pig)&za(e )(s)
In the result state, the pig is the resultee of a 'za-' transition type of event, which is a minus to plus transition, and leads to a new state (the pig turns into pork).
Repetitive: Intermediate prefixes (V)
Tatevosov (2008) Examples from Tatevosov (34) ja I
pere-pisala pere-wrote glavu chapter I rewrote the chapter. (35) write (e) There is a writing event e, of which I am the initiator, which leads to a writing process of which the chapter is the undergoer, and the result state exceeds a previous result state, where a chapter was written. The resultee is inside the scope of the prefix, so the previous writing eventuality has to happen to the same chapter. There is a swimming event, of which I am both initiator and undergoer, and there is a measure function, of how much swimming I can endure, and event exceeds f. There is a minus to plus transition event, namely from not working to working.
Superlexical prefixes, temporal interpretation (VI)
(
Conclusion
The syntactic type of the verbs allows us to predict how the prefix may be interpreted: • There is a single conceptual meaning per prefix (e.g. 'exceed' for pere)
• The meaning differences correlate with structural differences
• The meaning is predictable from verb structure
